From the dawn of coined money to just a few decades ago, the monetary system had been linked, directly or indirectly, to a commodity. Indeed, as a policy principle, metallism survived the crisis of the gold standard in the interwar years, faring clumsily until the demise of the Bretton Woods monetary order. When the link with a commodity was finally cut, it was the outcome of the force of events rather than a deliberate decision suggested by theory. In fact, on the eve of this epoch-making event, Frank Hahn (1965) was still posing economists the basic question of the positive exchange value of fiat money.
considered independently of its monetary role. . . . By Practical Metallism we shall denote sponsorship of a principle of monetary policy, namely, the principle that the monetary unit 'should' be kept firmly linked to, and freely interchangeable with, a given quantity of some commodity. Theoretical and Practical Cartalism may best be defined by the corresponding negatives" (Schumpeter 1954, 288) .
2. Thus Neil Wallace (2008, 304-5) , pointing out the two challenges of explaining the benefits of a medium of exchange and its low rate of return, notes, "Progress in meeting those challenges and in addressing policy questions has come about by taking seriously some old ideas: money is helpful when there are absence-of-double-coincidence difficulties that cannot be easily overcome with credit; and a good money has some desirable physical propertiesrecognizability, portability, and divisibility."
3. According to Robert Mundell (1972, 98) , "The gold standard was a set of rules, conventions, and policies. These mores, like the rules of fair play and manners, evolved haphazardly. The gold standard was never created. It was an outcome of an historical process. No one knows when it began. One can find convenient starting points in the sixteenth, seventeenth or eighteenth centuries. Perhaps less important than the date it began was the date it was perceived and rationalized as a coherent system by, for example, Cantillon and David Hume. But it was never codified into an international agreement." cartalism was occasionally restated by a few original thinkers and brought to an advanced stage in the mid-eighteenth century. The coexistence of this progressive view with the prevalence of commodity standards, far from being a mere historical curiosity, demands an explanation inasmuch as it testifies to the elusive interaction of the multifaceted nature of money with policy rules and the design of monetary arrangements, an issue still unsettled. 2 The difficulty of formulating a convincing case for fiat money and its successful implementation strengthened the call for an undiluted commodity money, which gained momentum in the course of the nineteenth century and naturally culminated in the emergence of the gold standard. 3 Underlying the dominance of the metallist position was a model of the economy grounded in the equilibrium hypothesis, the foundation of the classical paradigm that prevailed unchallenged until the Great Depression. This traumatic experience vividly shows the significance and the possibly devastating effect of mistaken monetary policies (Hawtrey [1932] 1970; Friedman and Schwartz 1963) transmitted to the rest of the world through the gold exchange standard (Fisher [1934 (Fisher [ ] 2003 Eichengreen 1992) . At the start of the millennium, the equally disruptive effects of the global banking crisis, the unraveling of the euro, and the persistent imbalances in the international monetary system again show the insufficiencies of both theory and policy in preventing major dislocations in the world economy.
4. In the age of the computer, the necessity of metallic money for monetary arrangements is hard to see, but it was not so until the twentieth century. As Robert Clower (1967, 17) remarks, "The unimportance of the 'stuff' of which money is made is obvious enough to people who live in a world of fiat currencies; but what is obvious today was not clear to people whose money consisted largely of gold, silver and other intrinsically valuable materials. In those circumstances, many if not most people were easily persuaded to believe that money was wealth in the same sense as, say, a cow, a field or a piece of machinery."
5. "Basic theories are malleable and writers are often inconsistent, still more often vague. . . . There is no denying that views on money are as difficult to describe as are shifting clouds. . . . Few authors are quite explicit on the subject; the majority is to this day in the habit of confusing them; but practical metallists and practical antimetallists often display a tendency to strengthen their arguments, concerning the practical expediency of associating the monetary unit with a quantity of metal, by a metallist or antimetallist theory. Two additional facts further increase the difficulties of interpretation: on the one hand, metallist and antimetallist opinions are not so strictly incompatible as one would expect but admit of a great many nuances; on the other hand, turns of phrase-such as 'money is a ticket'-that do seem to point clearly toward one of the alternatives may mean very little if not followed up" (Schumpeter 1954, 289, 290n5) .
The idea of the conventional character of money seldom advanced beyond a simple intuition and, in the main, remained an elusive concept. The argument for fiat money actually requires a significant progress in theory that, aside from some notable exceptions, did not materialize until recently. The universal use of metals conditioned the analysis in an essential way, blurring the distinction between the logic of monetary exchange and the shape of monetary institutions. 4 Thus, even those economists who went further in building the cartalist hypothesis often called for a commodity standard in order to satisfy functionality requirements and ensure a stable monetary order. The overriding quest for monetary stability led to a reliance on a metallic anchor and fed back into the analysis of money. Theoretical and policy arguments, then, were closely intertwined and, owing to the fragmented character of the analysis, difficult to distinguish. Noting that theoretical metallism and practical metallism are logically independent, Schumpeter stresses the difficulty of differentiating between them, even at the time he was writing. 5 Actually, some arguments for metallism were quite sophisticated and verged on crude versions of cartalism, thus making a hard and fast distinction difficult to draw. In fact, rather than a single metallist or cartalist theory, there is a continuum of hypotheses within a given approach, and, to a certain extent, they can be brought into relation with each other. More recently, a number of contributions have tackled the nature of money from different perspectives-anthropological, political, and sociological-or 6. This literature is large and its examination goes beyond the range of this article. The reader is referred to Goodhart 1998 , Wray 2000 , and, with regard to Hume, the important collection of papers edited by Carl Wennerlind and Margaret Schabas (2008) , which sets Hume's work in the context of the construction of a science of human nature. In particular, see the essays on money in that collection by Wennerlind, Schabas, Caffentzis, and Dimand , which analyze Hume's essays from new perspectives and relate them to his philosophical work.
7. "When the inhabitants of one country became more dependent on those of another, and they imported what they needed, and exported the surplus, money necessarily came into use. For the various necessaries of life are not easily carried about, and hence men agreed to employ in their dealings with each other something which was intrinsically useful and easily applicable to the purposes of life, for example, iron, silver, and the like" (Aristotle 1924b, 17) . Certainly, various forms of partial money performing one or two functions existed in ancient history (Hicks 1967, 2) . Thus numismatists, and more recently anthropologist David Graeber (2011) , focus on the unit-of-account function to criticize Carl Menger's hypothesis, but a fullfledged monetary economy centers on the medium-of-exchange function, which entails the unit-of-account and the store-of-value function and is independent of tangible means of payment (Wicksell [1906 (Wicksell [ ] 1946 Ostroy and Starr 1990, 11). have investigated it within a specific context. 6 This article, however, remains focused on the essential properties of a monetary economy as distinguished from a barter economy, looking at the phenomenon of money from a theoretical point of view (see also footnote 7 below). After inquiring about the puzzle of metallism, or the prevalence of commodity money through monetary history despite the early grasp of cartalist theory (section 1), this essay investigates the development of the cartalist hypothesis (section 2) and the origins of monetary management (section 3).
The Dominance of Metallism
Since the very beginnings of monetary theory, the introduction of money has been associated with an advanced society. Thus Plato discusses the subject in the context of city formation, an aggregation of men, not selfsufficient, who specialize in producing a multiplicity of commodities by exploiting their different inborn abilities. Even a large city, however, is not self-sufficient and must, therefore, engage in trade with other cities. Yet, within the city, exchange is carried on through "a market and an established currency as a token of exchange" (Plato 1968, 48) . Consistent with this proposition, in the Laws gold and silver are legally excluded from domestic circulation and used only for effecting foreign transactions (Plato 1953, 310-11 ).
Aristotle's analysis begins with the latter proposition and relates the origin of money to international trade, involving the use of a commodity as the medium of exchange. 7 The introduction of coinage saved the costs of measuring the size and weight of the money commodity and fostered 8. "Money is serviceable with a view to future exchange; it is a sort of security which we possess that, if we do not want a thing now, we shall be able to get it when we do want it; for if a person brings money, it must be in his power to get what he wants" (Aristotle 1924a, 28) . retail trade as well as wealth accumulation. However, while many equate wealth with money, "others maintain that coined money is a mere sham, a thing not natural, but conventional only, which would have no value or use for any of the purposes of daily life, if another commodity were substituted by the users. And, indeed, he who is rich in coin may often be in want of necessary food" (Aristotle 1924b, 17 ). Aristotle appears to share the latter view because, adumbrating Plato's provocative statement about the conventional character of money, he approvingly refers to the fable of Midas, "whose insatiable prayer turned everything that was set before him into gold" (17-18). In the more articulate analysis of the Nicomachean Ethics, the quid pro quo assumption posits equality in exchange, "for there is no reason why the work of the one should not be superior to that of the other, and therefore they ought to be equalized" (Aristotle 1924a, 27) . Money, providing the unit of account that measures the value of the excess demand for goods, allows exchange to be carried out.
Money is a sort of medium or mean; for it measures everything and consequently measures among other things excess or defect, e.g., the number of shoes which are equivalent to a house or a meal. As a builder then is to a cobbler, so must many shoes be to a house or a meal; for otherwise there would be no exchange or association. But this will be impossible, unless the shoes and the house or meal are in some sense equalized. Hence arises the necessity of a single universal standard of measurement, as was said before. This standard is in truth the demand for mutual services, which holds society together; for if people had no wants, or their wants were dissimilar, there would be either no exchange, or it would not be the same as it is now.
Money is a sort of recognized representative of this demand. That is the reason why it is called money (νóμισμα), because it has not a natural but a conventional (νóμẇ) existence, and because it is in our power to change it, and make it useless. (27) (28) The last paragraph of this quotation definitely argues for the conventional character of money. Schumpeter (1954, 63) , however, encapsulated Aristotle's thought in two principles, the latter of which forms the basis of metallist theory. First, the primary function of money is to serve as a medium of exchange, which necessarily implies its functions as a unit of account and a store of value. 8 Second, to perform its functions, money 9. Schumpeter (1954, 63 ) stresses Aristotle's influence on classical monetary theory. In this regard, Lionel Robbins (1998, 23-24) notes, "Now, all that has had a lasting influence throughout the history of economics. And it is not until Petty at the end of the eighteenth century or Adam Smith or Hume that anybody said anything more concise about the functions of money." Thus the opening of the chapter on currency and banks in Ricardo's Principles should not be surprising: "So much has already been written on currency, that of those who give their attention to such subjects, none but the prejudiced are ignorant of its true principles" ([1817] 1951, 352) . See also Grice-Hutchinson 1978, 63-64, 82-83. itself must be a commodity, or something that is useful and has an exchange value independently of its monetary functions. Schumpeter's position, then, appears highly controversial, and he himself, recalling Ferdinando Galiani's ([1751 Galiani's ([ ] 1977 interpretation of Aristotle as a cartalist, candidly doubts whether his own assessment of Aristotle as a metallist is correct (1954, 290n5) . Actually, a clear-cut exegesis of ancient monetary tracts is difficult and often comes to a dead end because analyses are sketchy and, being set in different contexts, can appear contradictory. Furthermore, in these embryonic theoretical constructions, hypotheses and policy prescriptions overlap one another, making interpretation elusive or virtually impossible.
If we focus on textual evidence, Aristotle illustrates both the metallist and the cartalist argument with a slight leaning toward the latter, but he does not expressly side with one position, apparently avoiding the issue. With regard to the functions of money, instead, Aristotle's exposition is so accurate that it stands comparison with modern textbooks. His insightful discussion offered plenty of suggestions for further developments but, apart from a few notable exceptions, results were rather uneven and often below the level of his contribution. 9 In any case, despite the widely differing quality and content, the literature on money shared one single characteristic: the espousal of metallism by the great majority of economists.
Metallist theory, however, developed with various degrees of sophistication. Some writers, for example Joseph Harris (1757-58, 36-37) , put forward the simple notion that, to be accepted as a medium of exchange, money must be the equivalent of commodities and thus have intrinsic value, whereas others recognized that money is useless for consumption and only serves to carry out exchange. As Nicholas Oresme ([1360] 1924, 82) put it, "Money does not readily meet the needs of human life, but is an artificial instrument devised to facilitate the exchange of natural riches" (my italics). The conception of money as an instrument, as distinct from wealth, was rather common, but it was usually associated with the requirement that money must be a commodity such as a precious 10. A graphic example is Jacob Vanderlint (1734, 2-3) , who, although referring to money as "Counters," underlines that he actually means gold and silver: "I. Money (i.e. Gold and Silver) being, by the Consent of all Nations, become Counters for adjusting the Value of all Things else, and balancing all Accounts between Man and Man; and the Means by which Commodities of all Kinds are procured and transferred from one to another; is hence become the sole Medium of Trade. II. Money (by which understand always Gold and Silver) can be brought into a Nation, that hath no Mines, by this Means only; viz. by such Nation's exporting more Goods in Value than they import." See also Oresme [1360 Oresme [ ] 1924 Davanzati [1588 Davanzati [ ] 1696 Montanari [1687 Montanari [ ] 1804 Locke [1691 Locke [ ] 1968 Broggia [1743 Broggia [ ] 1804 and Hume's ([1752] 1970c, 33) well-known opening of his classic essay: "Money is not, properly speaking, one of the subjects of commerce; but only the instrument which men have agreed upon to facilitate the exchange of one commodity for another. It is none of the wheels of trade: It is the oil which renders the motion of the wheels more smooth and easy." Although sticking to a metallist position, Geminiano Montanari ([1687] 1804, 32) distinguishes himself from the majority of writers by including in the definition of money "each thing that has been or is intended or used for the same function; and it seems possible to say that money is any metal or other thing, which once coined or in any other way authenticated by the public authority serves as the price and the measure of tradable things to facilitate commerce."
11. Thus Bernardo Davanzati ([1588] 1696, 13) remarks as follows: "If the Prince makes Money of Iron, Lead, Wood, Cork, Leather, Paper, Salt, or the like, (as it has sometimes happen'd) it will not be receiv'd out of his Dominions, as not being coin'd of the Matter generally agreed upon. It could not then be universal Money, but a particular Tally, Countermark, Note or Bill from the Prince, obliging him to pay so much good Money when he is able. And this has been frequently practis'd for want of Money, when the Publick Good requir'd it." According to Rice Vaughan (1675, 7) , Lycurgus introduced iron money in Sparta in order to halt trading with other nations. metal, any other material being unfit to carry out exchange.
10 Notes, bills, and other forms of paper money could be resorted to in exceptional circumstances, yet they were considered as mere promises of payment or representations of money. An early example was the issue of leather money to pay Venice's troops during the siege of Tyre in 1122 with the promise, which was actually kept, to convert it into metallic money (Montanari [1687] 1804, 34). The impossibility of using fiduciary money in international trade was the conclusive proof of this argument. 11 Nonmetallic currencies could circulate domestically or in nations secluded from the rest of the world, provided that the quantity issued was limited. Looking at the experience of North American colonies, Harris (1757-58, 43 ) sets out these principles:
There is a very wide and essential difference, betwixt money and bills: The one, having an intrinsic value, is in all contracts and dealings, the equivalent, as well as the measure. Bills are nothing, but mere promises or obligations of payment: And even public bills, for such only usually pass as money, have only a local credit, being limited to the territories of the state that issued them; and depending merely upon their faith, those that are in private hands are, to say no worse, subject every day to be debased by the creation of more new bills. . . . Some of our plantations, have severely felt the ill effects of those weak, unjust and destructive measures, of increasing the quantities of bills; whilst the Philadelphians, by keeping sacredly to a certain number or sum total of bills, have not only preserved their credit amongst themselves; but even extended it, to some of the neighbouring provinces; where, I am informed, a Philadelphian bill will fetch more than one of their own, made for the same or a like sum.
Historically, the functions of money have been performed by various kinds of objects-the multiplicity of primitive moneys, metallic coins, fiat money, and, nowadays, electronic accounting systems-corroborating the hypothesis that the material used as money is not essential to the basic properties of a monetary economy (see footnote 14 below). Notwithstanding the validity of this principle, however, at a lower level of abstraction the workings of monetary arrangements pose serious problems of efficiency in performing the functions of money and ensuring the effectiveness of policy rules. These aspects are crucial to explain the puzzling prevalence of metallic money over the ages.
While the analysis of money mainly proceeded from the inconveniences of barter to the advantages of monetary exchange, John Law followed an innovative approach that focused on the origin of money, anticipating Carl Menger's theory. Silver as a metal was priced in barter as other goods, yet, being certain in quality, easy to deliver, easy to transport, costless to store, durable, and homogenous, it was accepted in exchange more than any other commodity and, thus, began to perform monetary functions before it was coined (Law [1705 (Law [ ] 1966 . The properties listed above, which figure in the most typical passages in the literature, seemingly consist of physical characteristics but in reality they are market characteristics, essential to the workings of an exchange economy. Indeed, besides playing a crucial role in prompting the emergence of money without a centralized decision, these properties shaped the evolution of means of payments.
The actual realization of monetary arrangements is driven by efficiency considerations connected with the savings in information and transaction costs that provide the foundations of an exchange economy as distinguished from a barter economy. The selection of money commodities was a spontaneous process driven by the efficiency gains stemming from the 12. As is well known, a long-standing debate divides "Mengerians" from those who emphasize the role of the state in the evolution of money (Goodhart 1998) . However, the discussion of this issue, particularly of Georg F. Knapp's ([1905] 1973) contribution, goes beyond the scope of this article.
13. In this connection, Neil Wallace (2008, 305 ) draws attention to the limits of the two-part model-an Arrow-Debreu theory of relative prices and a quantity-theory equation-in a world characterized by commodity money in nearly all of monetary history: "Money in the above model is implicitly fiat money and . . . holdings of it are minimized subject to being able to carry out transactions. Neither was an obvious feature of the economies to which the theory was applied for centuries. For most of that time, money was in fact a commodity and one that may not have been a poor store of value-if only because few alternatives were available."
14. Thus Joseph M. Ostroy (1973, 609) distinguishes the record-keeping function from the specific objects used as money: "The record-keeping function of money is conceptually distinct from the properties of the commodities traded. Of course, to understand a particular monetary arrangement, it becomes a matter of recognizing a minimum cost method of imposing budget balance and in a society unfamiliar with double entry bookkeeping, the monetary version of the model of a trading economy would not be ideal. Then, bilateral balance might be the only means of insuring that individuals keep accurate records and balance their accounts and we would have to look for a minimum cost method of imposing bilateral balance. In such a situation, the principle would not change but the practice might well be to choose as a method of enforcing budget balance a commodity which is most portable, durable, divisible, and recognizable." The informational role of money is vividly described by Ostroy and Ross M. Starr (1990, 8-9) in the following parable, set in a primitive environment in which not all aspects of money are present. Two old Robinson Crusoes live on an island and, being largely self-sufficient, the only contact they have is to exchange dinner invitations rather infrequently. Owing to their weak memory, however, they often quarrel about who offered the last meal. To stop bickering, the one who is coming to dinner next brings an artificially colored green stone to his host, who can then exhibit it in a later encounter to show that it is his turn to be invited, thus solving the information problem.
informational role of money.
12 In fact, each of the properties of metals is closely linked to the information-producing mechanism underlying the nature of money and is, therefore, instrumental to the performance of one or several functions of money. 13 Despite the frequent references to invention and consent, virtually all writers relate the emergence of precious metals as money to their own properties, which actually bring about the efficiency gains that propel the development of monetary institutions. Of course, this is quite different from the tenet that, on theoretical grounds, money must be a commodity, because it regards the properties enhancing the functions of money, a principle that applies to any monetary instrument: from primitive money to metallic money, from fiat money to intangible money. 14 Given the technology of the time, metals improved the informational efficiency of the monetary mechanism to the greatest extent. Hence, the properties of metals should not be seen as the trite elements of metallist theory but as the 15. "In all nations, only useful commodities are employed for this use, and not stones and pieces of leather for example, which are useless. Men therefore have not valued metals because they wanted to use them as money, but they use them as money because they are highly esteemed and have utility. It was not their free and capricious choice but it was a necessity related to the very nature of metals and the properties of money" (Galiani [1751 (Galiani [ ] 1963 . "The reason why money is made only of gold and silver, and not, for example, of: gems, rare skins, porcelain, hard stones, ambers, crystal, or other things . . . follows neither from any consensus nor from our free choice, but from the fact that gold and silver conform to the nature of money better than anything else which might be adopted for this use. . . . The institution of money is without doubt a great thing, though it is not true that in the beginning, men thought of using it. Its use began, as I have already said, with practically no awareness that it was being used and with no understanding of its utility. After it became known and it was made universal, men set about to improve it. It then became possible to facilitate its improvement by coinage and by other means which were consistent with its nature" (Galiani [1751 (Galiani [ ] 1977 .
critical aspects of the informational efficiency of monetary exchange. Although the importance of information in a monetary economy was not fully grasped until recently, the use of metal was invariably explained by its effectiveness in performing the functions of money independently of its value as a commodity. For sophisticated metallists, the intermediary of exchange is a commodity, but one that is characterized by certain efficiency properties, which metals possess to the greatest degree.
This viewpoint, common to many prominent economists, is logically independent of theoretical metallism inasmuch as it relates to the efficiency of monetary institutions. Thus Oresme ([1360] 1924, 82) remarks, "Since money . . . is an instrument for the mutual exchange of natural Riches, . . . it was expedient that such an instrument should be convenient to handle, easy to carry, and such that a small portion of it might buy and exchange natural Riches in greater quantity." Furthermore, John Cary (1696, 5) notes that "the Excellency [of money] was not to arise so much from any intrinsick value in its self, as from the usefulness of it to answer that end [of serving as medium of exchange and unit of account]." Richard Cantillon ([1755] 1959, 111) discusses in detail the characteristics that led metals to be universally used as money, concluding that "Utility and Need have decided them, and not Fancy or Consent." Likewise, Galiani points out that since money originated from a spontaneous process and was later improved in various ways, metals were used as money because of their properties, not vice versa. 15 In this respect, a commonly stressed factor was the prevention of counterfeiting. The diffusion of precious metals and the introduction of coinage contributed to the solution of this problem, 16. According to Jürg Niehans (1978, 142) , a pure commodity standard is defined by two fundamental rules: "The first rule consists of a technical definition of the various pieces of currency, specifying the material from which they are made, their weight, and their value in terms of the unit of account. . . . The second rule says that everybody can either obtain from the mint as much currency as he likes, provided he pays for the required raw material and the manufacturing cost, or have his coins melted down. This is the principle of free coinage." enhancing the implementation of a pure commodity standard.
16 As Law ([1705 notes, mints were set up "to bring [silver] to a Standard, and Stamp it; Whereby its Weight and Fineness was known, without the Trouble of Weighing or Fyning; But the Stamp added nothing to the Value." In the realization of an efficient monetary mechanism, therefore, the state of technology was an essential factor (Locke [1691 (Locke [ ] 1968 Galiani [1751 Galiani [ ] 1977 Cantillon [1755 Cantillon [ ] 1959 .
Together with microeconomic efficiency, however, macroeconomic effectiveness in achieving monetary stability was crucial to the dominance of commodity money until the twentieth century. This goal did not translate into a stable price level because the notion of index numbers, understood as early as in 1675 by Rice Vaughan (Monroe [1923 (Monroe [ ] 1966 Chance 1966) , remained undeveloped, but into a stable supply of money. Hence, Oresme ([1360] 1924, 84) , deeming a too plentiful supply of precious metals not politically expedient, views gold and silver as "very suitable for making money" because "men are unable to make them easily by alchemy, as some endeavor to do." An advocate of sound money, Oresme strongly opposes all measures meddling with a pure commodity standard because they blur the qualities of money and give authorities the opportunity of abusing these policies. Tampering with the material from which money is made is unlawful and, thus, tantamount to falsification, "for the stamp on money is a sign of the honesty of its material and of its alloy, if any, and therefore to change this is to falsify the money" (93). This expression may sound extreme in modern times, but in the twentieth century, Vilfredo Pareto ([1909] 1971, 331) uses the same words-"false money"-to define inconvertible legal tender notes that "cannot be exchanged at par for gold." According to Oresme ([1360 Oresme ([ ] 1924 , monetary disorder affects the economy in many ways, by discouraging foreign merchants from operating in the country, impairing domestic trade, altering government revenues, tampering with many kinds of contracts, and hindering lending:
As a result of alterations and debasements, merchants cease coming from foreign countries with their good merchandise and natural riches 17. Following the same line of thought critical of debasement, Bernardo Davanzati ([1588] 1969, 24) puts forward the principle of free coinage, arguing "that Money of the same Allay be worth as much in Bar, as when it is coin'd: so that the Metal, like an amphibious Animal, may without any Expence indifferently pass from Bullion into Coin, and from Coin into Bullion." Furthermore, Gasparo Scaruffi ([1582] 1804) calls for extending the rules of a pure metallic standard to other nations, which was probably the first proposal for international monetary reform. With regard to the implementation of monetary arrangements, therefore, the microeconomic efficiency of metallic standards complements the macroeconomic effectiveness of maintaining monetary discipline.
to countries where they know such bad money is current; for what most encourages a merchant to bring his natural riches and good money into a country is the fact that good and stable money is used there. Moreover, in the country itself where such alterations take place, traffic in merchandise is so disturbed that merchants and artisans do not know how to deal with each other. While such alterations last, the revenues of the prince and the nobility, as well as all annual pensions, salaries, and dues, cannot be justly fixed or paid, as has been and is now the case; and, what is worse, money cannot be safely loaned to anyone.
Meddling with the monetary mechanism spoils information and thus upsets economic agents' behavior and trade, ultimately reducing the welfare of society. Although extremely simple, this analysis captures the main points at issue in the debate in the following centuries. The rules of a pure commodity standard prevent these disturbances by limiting the expansion of the money supply, which accords with the informational efficiency of the medium of exchange. 17 The various degrees of sophistication of theoretical metallism and the close connection with practical metallism make the contraposition with cartalism rather simplistic and even misleading. The wide-ranging analysis of the nature of money and the interplay with institutional and policy issues draw a more variegated picture which, showing that sophisticated metallism borders on naive cartalism, blurs the distinction between valid and erroneous theories. In this connection, because the cartalist principle had been stated by Plato, the stylized fact that commodity money prevailed in almost all of monetary history cannot be attributed to a lack of hypotheses or path dependence. Indeed, the uninterrupted dominance of metallic money for twenty-five hundred years is no accident but the outcome of the optimal selection of media of exchange under the constraint of technology. This process, driven by market forces, was instrumental in the design of monetary institutions and policies aimed at the goal of stability.
18. The entrance of the government into monetary arrangements since the dawn of metallic money assigns an important role to theory in that the exercise of issuing power requires knowledge of a monetary economy, even at the most rudimentary stage. At the same time, market forces drive innovation in the payment system and the development of inside money subject to the constraint of technology (Cesarano [1999 (Cesarano [ ] 2008 2006, 5-15) .
19. Schumpeter (1954, 289-90) forcefully points out the dominance of theoretical metallism in classical economics. "Theoretical metallism, usually though not always associated with practical metallism, held its own throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and prevailed victoriously in the 'classical situation' that emerged in the last quarter of the latter. Adam Smith substantially ratified it. And for more than a century to come it was almost universally accepted-by nobody more implicitly than by Marx-so much so, in fact, that the majority of economists came to suspect not only unsoundness of reasoning but something very like obliquity of purpose behind every expression of antimetallist views." 20. As Friedrich Hayek ([1931] 1935, 2) remarked, "In the past, periods of monetary disturbance have always been periods of great progress in this branch of Economics. The Italy of the sixteenth century has been called the country of the worst money and the best monetary theory." Seventeenth-century England, experiencing continuous monetary disorders followed by hectic financial innovation lasting for another century (Carey and Finlay 2011; Wennerlind 2011) , was also a fertile ground for contributions to theory and policy. In the bibliography appended to his book on the subject, J. Keith Horsefield (1960) lists more than five hundred works.
The Development of Cartalist Theory
The interaction between theory, market forces, and technology has affected the design of monetary arrangements with changing intensity and direction. 18 While the theory of the conventional character of money was grasped early on, microeconomic efficiency and macroeconomic effectiveness made the logistics of monetary exchange converge on metals. Metallic standards remained the basis of the monetary system until the twentieth century and fed back into the formulation of hypotheses, rendering the metallist doctrine hard to displace. Indeed, those able to advance cartalist theory were very few and they seldom went beyond mere statements, more or less refined, of the conventional character of money. To bring about a paradigm shift, a major leap in analyzing the nature of money was necessary, and yet, even when such a leap did occur in the mid-eighteenth century, it proved insufficient to supersede metallist theory. 19 In general, periods of progress in monetary theory were set off by big shocks-for instance, the rise in prices following the discovery of America, the collapse of Law's system, and the end of the gold standard after World War I-which stimulated new hypotheses-the quantity theory, the development of banking theory, and the design of a new monetary order. 20 The trigger for investigating the conventional nature of money was a policy issue: the idea of fostering economic growth through monetary expansion. William Potter, in a tract eloquently titled The Key of Wealth (1650), 21. Carl Wennerlind (2011, 70-73 ) illustrates Potter's scheme in detail and sets it in the context of the English financial revolution. See also Seiichiro Ito's (2011, 489) analysis of the foundations of institutional credit in England, built on the "moral underpinnings of trustworthiness and reputation." argued for increasing the money stock with a view to raise trade and consumption. 21 Economic depression results from the inadequacy of the money supply and hoarding, which is inversely related to the velocity of circulation. Hence, Potter's analysis, although somewhat involved and repetitive, calls for an expansionary policy "by making a new kind of money" issued by a company of tradesmen. Metals had been employed because they were the fittest material to perform monetary functions, but they have no worth to this end and, instead, their value depends on "being generally accepted for things of real value" (1650, 7-12, 34, 38 And from hence it is evident, that if matters can possibly be ordered so, as any thing else besides money, (whatsoever it be,) may give as good security to the possessor, for obtaining Commodities thereupon at pleasure, as so much ready money would do (the same being both as difficult to counterfeit, and as easie to transfer from one to another) it must needes (giving I say as good security, &c.) be in all respects as good as money. (38) This analysis represents a clear departure from metallist theory. Potter not only introduces the words "token" and "ticket," whose priority has been attributed to later economists such as George Berkeley (Schumpeter 1954, 296) , but develops the cartalist hypothesis on a sound theoretical base, foreshadowing the concept of money as a record-keeping device at the center of the modern literature. Money serves as a means for keeping account of the value of commodities parted with through the act of sale and, as such, it is just a token or ticket. Thus other instruments that command general acceptability, namely credit instruments, can circulate alongside metallic money. Potter (1650, 22, 38) , however, does not entirely cut the link with metallism, because the newly created means of payment, similar to those issued by the Bank of Amsterdam, or any bills of exchange, must be secured by land or other valuable assets. Hence, he anticipates the work of land-bank projectors and definitely makes a first move away from metallist theory.
Other attempts in this direction were not as satisfactory. Instead of tackling the issue on analytical grounds, some merely contend that the value of money is conventional because it is established by law, a view that evokes the notion of valor impositus as opposed to intrinsic value, discussed by the Schoolmen and subsequent authors. As François Grimaudet (1585, 107) remarks, "[The] quality of money is not so much considered as the material of which it is made as the formal and essential quality, which is its stamped face value." Setting the question in a legal context was a step backward with respect to Potter's contribution, and yet this argument offered an intellectual shortcut to make the case for the conventional nature of money. According to Nicholas Barbon (1690, 37), "Mony is an Immaginary Value made by a Law" and, to perform the unit-of-account and the medium-of-exchange function, it can be made of any material. Therefore, the value of metals used as money is fixed and should not be confused with that relating to their use as a commodity, which is variable. Elaborating on this point in a polemical pamphlet criticizing Locke's metallist position, Barbon stresses the uniformity of the face value of coins in contrast with their metallic content, which varies greatly and yet is totally ignored by people. Thus the value and general acceptability of money relate to its status as legal tender. In fact, even if there were no obligation to accept coins or bills, the king's seal showing that money is accepted in payment of taxes is by itself sufficient to ensure its circulation (Barbon 1696, 27-29).
The goal of enhancing economic growth through monetary expansion was the motivation behind other works that attempted, with little success, to make the case for cartalism. For John Asgill, the diffusion of tokens, presumably the various forms of primitive moneys, actually preceded metallic money. The inconveniences of barter "put men upon an Invention 22. Hence, Isaac de Pinto ([1771] 1774, 126-27) notes that "gold and silver coin has an arbitrary value of convention, and that there is no physical reason why it should represent all commodities, as well as the articles of first necessity, in preference to paper, by which itself is represented. The Indians make the same use of shells; and all the plausible objections to the creation of artificial signs in paper may be applied equally to the metals, which we can neither eat nor drink. But as in the present system a barter of commodities is impracticable, some general medium of exchange is wanted to be the measure of every thing; and this quality no more belongs to metal than it does to stocks and paper, when the circulation of them is supported by credit and good faith, and by the interest they produce." of Pledges, or security for the things delivered, until the value thereof should be returned in another Commodity; and these at first were but particular Tokens between one man and another" (Asgill 1696, 6 ). Gold and silver were introduced by degrees owing to their properties, which made them fittest to perform monetary functions. Although recognizing that "the sole use of Money (as Money) is but to keep an Account of other things," Asgill rejects paper money as the solution to the scarcity of the money supply because it is not valuable and does not possess the properties of gold or silver. To be viable, any new kind of money, such as "bills of credit," must be secured by land (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Several economists refer to money as a token or an instrument having only a conventional value, but at the same time they maintain a metallist policy stance. Thus, in order to eliminate the variability of money's intrinsic value, James Steuart ([1767] 1967, 288-90) suggests a "pure ideal money of account" by making paper money "circulate upon metallic or land security." Other writers enunciate the cartalist theory on the sole basis of the empirical observation that a variety of objects circulate like metallic money, which itself has a conventional value because it yields no direct utility. 22 Now, the arguments based on the imperative power of authorities or the maintained assumption of the conventional value of money do not compare with Potter's hypothesis in which the general acceptability of money is explained by the security of obtaining other goods, not by any government imposition or legal restriction. Notwithstanding the flourishing of proposals calling for paper money or credit instruments to revive sluggish growth, up to nearly the mid-1700s Potter's analysis stood unrivaled with the possible exception of Pierre Boisguillebert's. Besides crediting Boisguillebert with "the conception of the general interdependence of all sectors and all elements of the economic process" alongside Cantillon and François Quesnay, Schumpeter (1954, 215, 242-43, 284-87) considered him "a leader in the field of money." Boisguillebert's argument for cartalism is based on the "guarantee" that money allows the seller of a com-23. Thus Quesnay ([1758] 1972, 17) remarks as follows: "Coined money is a form of wealth which is paid for by other forms of wealth, which is in nations a token intermediating between sales and purchases, and which no longer contributes to the perpetuation of a state's wealth when it is kept out of circulation and no longer returns wealth for wealth. Thus the more it is accumulated the more it costs in terms of wealth which is not renewed, and the more it impoverishes the nation. Thus money is an active and really profitable form of wealth in a state only so far as it continually returns wealth for wealth, because money in itself is only sterile wealth."
24. "Greed for money is an ardent passion among individuals, because they are greedy for the form of wealth which represents other forms of wealth. But this kind of greed, in abstraction from its object, ought not to be a passion indulged in by the state. A great quantity of money in a state is to be desired only so far as it is proportionate to the revenue, and denotes in this way a state of opulence which is perpetually being renewed, and the enjoyment of which is effective and fully guaranteed. . . . Thus money does not constitute the true wealth of a state, the wealth which is consumed and regenerated continually, for money does not breed money" (Quesnay [1758 (Quesnay [ ] 1972 . modity to receive an equal amount of commodities in the future. This is money's only function, which does not require a useful commodity like silver or gold. Therefore, money can be made of other materials-leather, bronze, or shells that, in the Maldive Islands, "procure the same certainty of future delivery of what one wants or will want to have." In Europe an easier and better means is used, "a simple little piece of paper that does not cost anything," as in the Lyon fair where eighty million are traded every year and yet a silver shilling has never been seen (Boisguillebert [1704 (Boisguillebert [ ] 1843 . In any case, the prevalent attitude toward money remained linked to the traditional arguments for metallism, namely, the efficiency of metals in performing monetary functions and preventing counterfeiting as well as the commonplace that in international trade coins circulate by weight (Barbon 1690, 22-23; Cary 1696, 4-5) .
Some progress, however, was made starting from the Aristotelian proposition that money is not wealth but only a means of exchanging it. 23 Stressing the medium-of-exchange function, Quesnay puts aside the intrinsic value of the money commodity and points out the negative effects of hoarding. 24 It is economic growth that quickens circulation and draws money from other nations, eventually replacing it with paper (Quesnay [1758 (Quesnay [ ] 1972 . Following a similar line of reasoning, Giammaria Ortes ([1774 Ortes ([ ] 1804 [1786] 1816, 70) considers money not "true and real wealth" but only "a sign of wealth" or "apparent" and "imaginary wealth." Positing the equivalence between total goods and the quantity of money, money is viewed as a sign measuring the goods exchanged by those who produced them and, therefore, its material is a matter of 25. "Because money is intended only to distinguish and indicate the measure of goods due to each for his labor, . . . it does not matter which material is used for money be it gold or silver, iron or copper, stones or shells, or any other substance since the same meaning of common consensus can be applied to any of them that uniquely defines their equivalence with commodities" (Ortes [1774 (Ortes [ ] 1804 .
26. "In order to exchange goods for money or to obtain the effect of money, it is necessary to actually possess money without which no exchange is possible; so that when the equivalence between money and commodities has been set, it will no longer be possible to obtain a good without the money that measures it and is equivalent to it, and anyone without money is also going to be without commodities" (Ortes [1786 (Ortes [ ] 1816 .
27. In this respect, it is eloquent that in the following passage-"Money having chiefly a fictitious value, [arising from the agreement and convention of men,] the greater or less plenty of it is of no consequence, if we consider a nation within itself" (Hume [1752] 1970b, 48)-the remark in square brackets was removed in the 1770 edition of the Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects. complete indifference. 25 The chosen material should have no other use, but this is impossible. However, precious metals possess the properties necessary to perform monetary functions in the best possible way and, thus, emerged as money ([1774] 1804, 278-80) . A prolix writer, Ortes often develops convoluted arguments and is occasionally inconsistent. In fact, while leaning toward cartalism, he makes the equivalence between precious metals and commodities depend not on the coins' mark "but only on their weight and purity" (281). Nevertheless, in several digressions his perceptive comments anticipate several modern hypotheses such as, to mention just one, the necessity of possessing money in order to buy goods in a monetary economy, or the cash-in-advance constraint. 26 Efforts to develop cartalist theory, then, proceeded along three lines of inquiry: the analytical approach, probing into the essential properties of money and, in particular, the general acceptability of the medium of exchange; the legal approach, stressing the power of the state to fix the nominal value of coins or accept money in payment of taxes; and the empirical approach, pointing out the viability of paper currencies and token moneys circulating in various places and periods. In this connection, Hume merits a brief digression because, although always deemed a theoretical metallist, some scholars have recently challenged this view by investigating the relationship between his economic and philosophical works (Caffentzis 2001 (Caffentzis , 2008 Finlay 2011; Schabas 2001 Schabas , 2008 Wennerlind 2001 Wennerlind , 2005 Wennerlind , 2008 . Discussing these interpretations, Arie Arnon (2011, 10-14) considers them insufficient to reverse the traditional assessment inasmuch as Hume argues that fiduciary money is not accepted in international trade. In the Political Discourses, an explicit argument for cartalist theory is actually hard to find. 27 However, in a letter to Morellet 28. "It is true, money must always be made of some materials, which have intrinsic value, otherwise it would be multiplied without end, and would sink to nothing. But, when I take a shilling, I consider it not as a useful metal, but as something which another will take from me; and the person who shall convert it into metal is, probably, several millions of removes distant. . . . Our shillings and sixpences, which are our only silver coin, are so much worn by use, that they are twenty, thirty, or forty per cent below their original value; yet they pass currency which can arise only from a tacit convention. Our colonies in America, for want of specie, used to coin a paper currency; which were not bank notes, because there was no place appointed to give money in exchange; yet this paper currency passed in all payments, by convention; and might have gone on, had it not been abused by the several assemblies, who issued paper without end, and thereby discredited the currency" (Hume [1769 (Hume [ ] 1970 .
29. Restating the suitability of metals to serve as money and the legal argument for cartalist theory, Barbon requires other monetary instruments to share the same properties. "Money is commonly made of some Metal, but it is more for conveniency, than of absolute necessity. For the Value arising from Publick Authority, it may as well be set to any thing else that is as convenient, and can be as well preserv'd from being counterfeited" (Barbon 1696, 13). In this connection, Wennerlind (2011, 84-85) emphasizes the call for institutions by seventeenth-century economists to improve the level of trust and tackle the problem of counterfeiting through harsh punishments, even the death penalty: "Solid security, portability, legal negotiability, incorruptible management, and transparency-just to mention a few-were considered crucial for a credit currency to circulate widely. Additionally, finding ways to prevent distrust caused by clipping, counterfeiting, and forgery preoccupied most commentators. This was truly a matter of life and death. If trust in money and credit could not be adequately protected from such monetary crimes, the very foundation of English society would be in jeopardy. It was therefore considered necessary that anyone undermining trust in money should be punished by death. . . . The gallows did indeed play a central role in the defense of credit during the monetary turmoil of the 1690s." dated July 10, 1769, Hume casts doubts on the metallist hypothesis in that, while maintaining the efficacy of metals in setting a limit to the quantity of money, he bases the circulation of money on its general acceptability, not its intrinsic value. Hence, worn coins and inconvertible paper money, if not overissued, will circulate by "a tacit convention." 28 Without indulging in taxonomic zeal which may easily prove misleading when dealing with the subject of money, in his economic writings Hume's position appears to have evolved toward a view more sympathetic to alternative payment instruments. Hence in the two paragraphs on banking added to the 1764 edition of the essay on the balance of trade ([1752] 1970a, 70-72) , innovations brought about by banks are viewed as highly beneficial to trade and economic growth.
The analysis of the nature of money, therefore, did not much improve upon Potter's brilliant intuition. The factors underlying the realization of a metallic system-microeconomic efficiency, including the prevention of counterfeiting, and macroeconomic efficacy in forestalling monetary expansion-continued to play a decisive role in maintaining a commodity standard. 29 Nonetheless, two economists significantly advanced cartalist theory, Berkeley and Galiani. 30. "Whether, when the Imagination of a People is thoroughly wrought upon and heated by their own Example, and the Arts of designing Men, this doth not produce a Sort of Enthusiasm which takes Place of Reason, and is the most dangerous Distemper in a State? Whether Berkeley's Querist, despite being set in the form of a series of questions that are not developed into a systematic analysis and may be irksome to readers, offers a wide variety of original ideas, suggesting innovative hypotheses. Money and credit are viewed as an engine of growth. Having explained the effect of credit in increasing the velocity of circulation in line with Wicksell's ([1906 ] 1946 , 24-27) argument, Berkeley ([1735 1910, 11) sees money as a contrivance for measuring relative prices, which provides the basis of a paper money standard, the means of expanding the economy.
Whether Money is to be considered as having an intrinsic Value, or as being a Commodity, a Standard, a Measure, or a Pledge, as is variously suggested by Writers? And whether the true Idea of Money, as such, be not altogether that of a Ticket or Counter?
Whether the Value or Price of Things, be not a compounded Proportion, directly as the Demand, and reciprocally as the Plenty?
Whether the Terms Crown, Livre, Pound Sterling, &c. are not to be considered as Exponents or Denominations of such Proportion? And whether Gold, Silver, and Paper, are not Tickets or Counters for Reckoning, Recording, and Transferring thereof?
Whether the Denominations being retained, although the Bullion were gone, Things might not nevertheless be rated, bought and sold, Industry promoted, and a Circulation of Commerce maintained?
Berkeley's conception of money is grounded in the recording of information about relative prices and the "Power to command the Industry," underlying the unit-of-account and medium-of-exchange function, respectively. Thus economic activity can be enhanced "independently of Gold and Silver" through banknotes, which are to be preferred to metallic money because they have "in many respects, the Advantage above Coin, as being of more Dispatch in Payments, more easily transferred, preserved, and recovered when lost" (13, 32, 88, (98) (99) . However, abuse by the issuing power must be prevented, as witnessed by the disruptive events in New England and France under Law's system. Focusing on the latter experience, emphasis is put on the role of untimely and clumsy policy measures in fueling the speculative bubble and bursting it (32-34, 40-41, 55-64, 91) . 30 These mistakes teach an important lesson: the usefulness of a this epidemical Madness should not be always before the Eyes of a Legislature, in the framing of a National Bank?" (60).
31. "Whether one observes the use made of the metals or their destruction, the metals will be seen to derive their value much more from their role as metals than their role as money. Hence, one can conclude that they are used as money because they are valuable; they are not valuable because they are used as money. It, therefore, behooves me to establish firmly the intrinsic value upon which every truth of this science is built" (Galiani [1751 (Galiani [ ] 1977 . In order to corroborate the hypothesis based on the commodity value of money, Galiani calculates a rudimentary estimate of the silver stock in the kingdom of Naples, arguing that since the share allotted to nonmonetary uses far exceeds the one making up the money supply (20 million versus 6 million ducats respectively), the value of money must depend on the value of metals (41-46). national bank in order to increase the quantity of money in parallel with output growth and to avoid sharp variations in the money stock.
Whether therefore Bank-bills should at any Time be multiplied, but as Trade and Business were also multiplied? . . . Whether all Things considered, a National Bank be not the most practicable, sure, and speedy Method to mend our Affairs, and cause Industry to flourish among us? . . . Whether there should not be great Discretion in the uttering of Bank Notes, and whether the attempting to do things per Saltum be not often the Way to undo them? (62-64)
Although falling short of a full-fledged cartalist theory, which involves information about the individual's excess demand for each commodity, Berkeley shows the advantages of paper money with respect to metallic money and calls for an expansion of the money supply in line with the increase in economic activity. In any case, the message of The Querist is rather modern: it links the informational role of money to the conventional nature of money and stresses the importance of a steady monetary policy for economic stability.
The analytical gap left by Berkeley was filled by Galiani. Regarded by Schumpeter as "one of the ablest minds that ever became active in our field," in his comprehensive treatise Galiani deals with a wide variety of subjects, a common feature at the time. Having criticized the agreement theory of the origin of money and the related concept of the conventional value of money, he contends that precious metals were valued as commodities before being used as money. Their value is determined by demand and supply as is the value of other commodities and is, in fact, relatively more stable because precious metals "are not subject to such capricious changes in tastes or to such variations in production" ([1751] 1977, 36, 19-20) . Furthermore, since they are employed in greater quantity for nonmonetary uses, it is essential to focus on their intrinsic value. 31 Notwithstanding his uncompromising metallist stance, however, Galiani puts forward a comprehensive cartalist hypothesis based on the informational efficiency of money (67-71). The inconveniences of barter stem from the lack of information about the identity of economic agents and their respective excess demand for goods, as well as costs of transporting, storing, and dividing goods. Observing that small societies like religious orders do not use money, Galiani asks whether large societies-big cities and kingdoms-could do the same by resorting to common warehouses where each individual deposits his own product and withdraws what he needs. But in this setting the quid pro quo postulate would be easily violated, everybody claiming more goods than he had delivered, and market incentives would vanish. The solution to these problems is to give anybody depositing goods in the public warehouses a receipt or note, which they would be obliged to give back to the warehouse to withdraw an equivalent amount of goods. In order to quote relative prices efficiently, the prince should fix the unit of account. Moreover, he would receive an amount of notes from the people to provide for public expenditures and, to prevent fraud, he should sign the notes made of paper or leather. But the suggested arrangement is actually a monetary system. I saw, and all can now see, that trade and money-its prime moverhave led us from a wretched state of nature in which each thinks only of himself, to a blissful communal life in which each thinks of and labors for all. We maintain ourselves in this latter state, not simply by the principles of virtue and piety, which where entire nations are envisaged are bonds that, by themselves, do not suffice-but by the self interest and comfort of every individual.
Coins are the notes discussed here, because in the end these are the representations of credit which one has against society, either directly, by reason of the work done by him, or indirectly because of coins donated to him by others. In reality, there are no common warehouses among us, there are only private stores which correspond to them. Notes-really coins-are not paid to and collected from general custodians. With much greater wisdom, each person cares for his own labor and tries to fill his own store, giving up money which he receives by trading, or acquires by selling, merchandise.
In other words, virtue and faith are not needed by public warehousesmen, nor is the vigilance of the prince required, because notes are not squandered. Everyone is reluctant to part with them since to give up money is to dispose of one's own arduous toil. Such a disadvantage 32. In his seminal paper, Ostroy (1973, 597) notes that "the essential property of money is to discourage the making of . . . inconsistent claims [in the form of incorrect evaluations of excess demand and supply of commodities] without also discouraging efficient patterns of trade." which would not be sufficiently controlled by any virtue that is presumed to prevail in that first state, is taken care of in the present state perfectly by self interest, the force of which is always found in all of us, even the most vicious. (70) Galiani's analysis makes substantial progress in understanding the nature of money because it builds cartalist theory on the information necessary to carry out an exchange, which does not require a commodity. Although Berkeley had enunciated the notion of money as a recordkeeping device, he did not relate it explicitly to the excess demand for goods of each individual. Galiani, instead, grasps this modern idea and stresses money's informational role in satisfying the quid pro quo requirement, thus avoiding the inconsistent claims of individuals. 32 Despite his theoretical achievement, however, he remains a practical metallist. Accounting for this seemingly inconsistent position, Galiani puts forward exactly the two arguments for the realization of efficacious monetary arrangements we arrived at in section 1 above-the microeconomic efficiency of media of exchange, including the prevention of counterfeiting, and the macroeconomic effectiveness of limits on the money supplystressing the disruptive effect of an expected overissue of paper money on circulation. Thus, this view buttressed the maintenance of metallism for another two centuries.
Finally, every disadvantage which notes might have, whatever material they might be made of, has been eliminated by metallic money. The quality, coinage, and structure of the latter provides for its intrinsic value a protection against private fraud, an abuse which even the prince might commit; for if the material did not have to contain the full value of the money, then the prince could always print an excessive number of notes. The doubt alone which he could cause in this way would be sufficient to take away from, or reduce their price, and inhibit their circulation. As for the material with which money is made, only God could increase it; and mining it or attempting to attract it from abroad would only give rise to as much expense as it is ultimately worth. Thus, nothing is gained by increasing it. Hence, it is of the greatest importance that money should be made of materials the whole value of which is natural and intrinsic and not imaginary. (71) 
The Beginnings of Monetary Management
The seeming aporia in Galiani's thought, advancing a modern cartalist theory while maintaining practical metallism, of course entails no contradiction. As Schumpeter (1954, 289, 293-94n11) remarked, on logical grounds theoretical position and policy stance need not go together. In fact, a one-to-one correspondence between these aspects of the subject had not been observed until today's unquestioned cartalist setting. The cartalist hypothesis gained momentum from the mid-seventeenth century as banking evolved and circulation problems became more acute. However, most pioneers of cartalist theory stuck to a metallic system, but at the same time the opposite standpoint also emerged in that several theoretical metallists embraced practical cartalism. John Law is a case in point.
The relationship between theoretical and policy views is, therefore, an involved one owing to the interaction of the analysis of the nature of money with the efficiency requirements of monetary arrangements and the pursuit of policy goals. Contributions to cartalist theory multiplied after Potter's (1650) proposal to boost economic growth through the expansion of paper money. The proliferation of analogous schemes opened the way for managed money, the embryonic idea of monetary policy, posing the problems of the effectiveness and scope of active monetary control. Yet breaking with more than two thousand years of metallic standards was no quick and easy task, especially for the subtlety of sophisticated metallism. As shown in section 1, Oresme based the case for sound money on an equilibrium conception of the economy that, although couched in rudimentary terms, anticipated the essentials of modern classical macroeconomics. While criticizing any interference with the metallic standard, however, he called for increasing the quantity of money to tackle exceptional events-a war, a ransom for releasing the prince, and the like-a highly desirable policy inasmuch as it brings in a large revenue in a short time, it is very easy to collect and assess without the services of many officials, and involves little expense or opportunity for fraud by the collectors. Indeed no other more equitable or proportional plan can be imagined; for he who has more pays more, and being relatively less felt, it is more tolerable without danger of rebellion and complaint by the people. It is also very general, for neither cleric nor noble can escape it by privilege or otherwise, as frequently happens in the case of other levies, causing various jealousies, dissensions, lawsuits, scandals, and other undesirable results which do not arise from the alteration of money. ([1360] 1924, 101) 33. According to Galiani ([1751 Galiani ([ ] 1977 , three means were used to increase the money stock: stamping coins with a mark, but this could be easily imitated, allowing individuals to profit from such a measure; recoinage, a complicated and costly operation that disturbs trade during its realization; and by decree, the most efficient way, especially when the country abounds with money.
On a theoretical level, this passage encapsulates the main arguments for inflation as a method of taxation that would be developed many centuries later (Keynes [1923 (Keynes [ ] 1971 . Interestingly, Oresme ([1360] 1924, 102) recommends this measure when the shock is large in order to avoid prolonged deflation and the "chief danger . . . that the Prince would eventually desire to have this privilege [of altering money] accorded to him." Instead, once the emergency is over, "the money ought to be restored to its proper basis as soon as possible."
The resort to monetary expansion in extraordinary circumstances was accepted by most economists, including orthodox metallists, with the notable exception of John Locke ([1695] 1968, 9) , who denied that such a situation of necessity could ever occur because the government guarantees the legal validity of contracts. The exceptional character of this measure was eventually embodied in the restoration rule of the gold standard, stipulating the return to gold parity in case of suspension due to exceptional events, observed until September 19, 1931, when Britain suspended convertibility. In principle, excepting the discovery of new mines, under a metallic standard the country's money stock can vary only in consequence of balance-of-payments disequilibria. In reality, policymakers had considerable room for maneuver, and besides emergencies, the measure could also be used to relieve deflationary pressure. 33 Thus, in the Tract, Keynes ([1923 Keynes ([ ] 1971 considers the frequent debasements in the Middle Ages as a way of avoiding the undesirable effects of deflation. And in the General Theory, he contends that, given frictions in downward price movements, prolonged deflationary pressure has usually been solved by changing the monetary standard rather than by decreasing wages. Hence, the price level has almost always been rising ([1936] 1964, 307-9) .
Under a commodity standard, however, expansionary policy consisted in a once-and-for-all change in the money supply, whereas the newfashioned proposals meant that continuous changes in the money supply could be effected. The novel paper-money schemes, allowing the increase of the money stock on a permanent basis with a view to stimulating economic activity, foreshadowed the pursuit of activist monetary policy. This radical innovation deepened the divide between opposite approaches to monetary theory, a main feature of the development of the field up to today.
34. In a Keynesian vein, Douglas Vickers (1959) emphasizes the importance of the employment goal in the literature of the period.
35. The following two paragraphs draw on Cesarano [1990] 2007. On Law's monetary economics, see also Bordo 1987; Niehans 1990, 48-51; Murphy 1997 Murphy , 2012 Humphrey 1999; and O'Brien 2007, chap. 3. Essentially, the contrast is between maintaining the equilibrium hypothesis of the economy, considered as a frictionless self-adjusting system, or rejecting it. The land-bank projectors embraced the latter view, deeming monetary expansion an effective instrument to raise output and employment, 34 but they failed to build a solid theoretical framework to support these schemes and ensure their successful implementation. Most analyses, in fact, proved inadequate for the viability of the projects. For instance, Potter (1650, 13-15) answers the possible objection to his plan (that an increase in the quantity of money only raises prices, leaving output unaffected) by simply asserting the nonproportionality of price changes and the consequent expansion of trade. The analytical weakness of the literature is reflected in the fragility of the suggested reforms. Even a refined theorist like John Law did not arrive at a consistent project for paper money, yet he deserves attention for the originality of his contribution and, especially, the application of his proposals in France. 35 Clearly, theory is essential to define the operational clauses of the monetary standard, or the requirements for viability. Despite maintaining theoretical metallism, Law arrives at an interesting analysis of the nature of money, but his design of the rules of a paper money standard is wanting. His hypothesis rests on the uniform quality of the money commodity which, entailing a high information content, enhances the functions of money. Hence, an alternative to metals should be a commodity having lower price variability such as land, which is fixed in supply and, unlike silver, cannot be altered in denomination or fineness by the "Magistrat" ([1705] 1966, 61-62, 83-84, 100) . Abiding by metallist theory, Law's over riding concern with assigning a value to paper money becomes a major source of confusion. In a thought experiment in which paper money is issued with a view to employing "poor or idle" people (97-100), its value is accounted for by the notion of acceptability and the right to the ownership of land. Following the latter argument, Law, although perceiving the importance of setting a limit to the quantity of notes, relies on the rule that links the increase in paper money to the expansion of the demand for loans to cultivate land, an anticipation of the much disparaged real bills doctrine (Bordo 1987, 143; Humphrey 1999, 59 ).
The literature on Law is immense, yet it is interesting to briefly examine the opinion on his endeavors of the economists who most contributed to cartalist theory and thus more than others possessed the analytical instruments to assess his proposals. Berkeley ([1735 Berkeley ([ -37] 1910 points out first the mistake of not limiting the quantity of bills, which increased prices and brought about "the ruinous Effects of Mississippi, South-Sea, and such Schemes." Then, in part 2 of The Querist, he underlines the growing role of the government after the founding of the Banque Royale in 1719 and, in May 1720, the fatal mistake of publicizing the reduction of the quantity of notes, which triggered individuals' reaction and broke the system (55-63). Galiani-who refers to Law as a "bold planner" and "a man of the rarest and most remarkable genius but one without virtue or religion" ([1751] 1963, 212; [1751] 1977, 242)-takes these ideas a step further. Fixing the 1698 peak in economic activity as the benchmark, Galiani uses the quantity theory to estimate the limit to the stock of notes that would have avoided the crisis. Moreover, in a modern vein, he points out the importance of surprise in successfully implementing an inflationary policy, a principle whose neglect determined the collapse of the system ([1751] 1977, 191-98, 317-19) . In general, the importance of expectations in the transmission of monetary impulses was clearly grasped by classical economists, particularly Cantillon, Galiani, and Hume (Cesarano [1983 (Cesarano [ ] 2007 (Cesarano [ , [1998 (Cesarano [ ] 2007 . For example, Hume ([1752] 1970c, 39n1), arguing for increasing the quantity of money by taking a penny's worth of silver from every shilling, emphasizes the need to avoid the public's perception of this measure to ensure its effectiveness: "In executing such a project, it would be better to make the new shilling pass for 24 halfpence, in order to preserve the illusion, and make it be taken for the same."
The calamitous ending of Law's system, exposing the serious faults in its design, had far-reaching implications. It shattered any confidence in a paper money standard, paving the way for classical monetary theory grounded in the metallist doctrine and the equilibrium hypothesis of the economy. Furthermore, it discredited the suggestion of resorting to paper money to resolve problems of circulation, a solution that combined the gain in microeconomic efficiency with the macroeconomic advantage of eschewing deflation due to a monetary reform that restored parity, like the 1696-99 recoinage supported by Locke. Barbon (1696, 85-87) , contending that the value of money is extrinsic inasmuch as it is established by law, challenged Locke on both accounts, especially his argument against the inflationary effects of debasement. The failure of recoinage actually corroborated Barbon's hypothesis.
The forerunners of cartalism brought into question the everlasting orthodoxy of sound money. The introduction of paper money, allowing the implementation of continuous changes in the money supply with a view to heightening the performance of the economy, ushered in the concept of monetary management. The creation of money was accomplished through banks, thus establishing a connection that would affect theoretical developments in the following centuries. These insights, however, were not buttressed by well-founded analyses, and the advancement of classical monetary theory along metallist lines virtually extinguished these innovative ideas.
Conclusions
The prevalence of commodity money through monetary history is puzzling because the cartalist hypothesis was put forward in the earliest writings on money by Plato and, perhaps, the Roman jurist Julius Paulus (Monroe [1923 (Monroe [ ] 1966 Schumpeter 1954, 56, 70n6) . Therefore, the dominance of the metallist doctrine cannot be attributed to the lack of an alternative view or path dependence. That monetary arrangements had been based on metallic money almost uninterruptedly for twenty-five hundred years is no historical accident but rather the result of an equilibrium process propelled by the optimal selection of media of exchange under the constraint of technology.
In general, the evolution of the monetary system has been driven by the interaction of three factors-theory, market forces, and technology. Given the technology constraint, metals soon emerged as the dominant form of money owing to their well-known qualities of durability, homogeneity, divisibility, and the like. Yet, these physical qualities actually relate to market properties underlying the natural selection of exchange media, enhancing the microeconomic efficiency in performing monetary functions and the macroeconomic effectiveness of maintaining monetary stability. Contrasting cartalism with metallism, as the right and the wrong theory of money, is therefore simplistic and even misleading because it does not consider the influence of market forces and technology, and especially their feedback into theory. Metallism, in fact, displayed various degrees of sophistication, and the most acute analyses verged on weak cartalist hypotheses. In any case, it was widely supported as a policy principle. Thus the argument for the conventional nature of money was hard to make, and only a few distinguished writers such as Berkeley and Galiani were able to advance cartalist theory significantly.
Besides its historical interest, the analysis of these problems is very topical because it sheds light on the complexity of the nature of money and its relationship with the design of monetary arrangements. Nowadays, the quantum leap in information technology has paved the way for intangible money, envisaging the evaporation of physical currency. The awkward road away from metallism can teach us a lesson in understanding a world devoid of tangible media of exchange.
